Previews
evidence as of yet (Sanes and Lichtman, 1999). Many of the molecules and signaling mechanisms responsible for the initial steps of synapse formation are known (Buonanno and Fischbach, 2001; Burden, 2002) . Could some of these molecules play a role in synaptic competition and synapse elimination? Testing roles for candidate molecules will require the use of spatially restricted dominant negatives or knockouts in a subset of motor neurons, and it will be necessary also to have precise temporal control in order to examine effects of candidate genes only after synapses have properly formed. Now the question is can we still call this synapse elimination? The synapse, in fact, is essentially still there after axon withdrawal, albeit with a different presynaptic partner. Perhaps "synaptic takeover" will not only deSynapse Elimination at the Vertebrate NMJ scribe a novel mechanism for synaptic refinement, but independent mechanism. But why does an axon decide to retreat? What are the molecular mechanisms that initiate withdrawal? Returning to the model (see Figure) , the molecular identities Human neurons live many decades, yet the ion channels and receptors that give neurons their distinctive electriof the "protective" signal and the "elimination" signal are still a mystery. There has been some speculation of cal properties turn over in the membrane in hours, days, or weeks. What processes govern the number and distriroles for growth factors and proteases but no substantial
